The notion of deciding a distributed language L is of growing interest in various distributed computing settings. Each process p i is given an input value x i , and the processes should collectively decide whether their set of input values x = (x i ) i is a valid state of the system w.r.t. to some specification, i.e., if x ∈ L. In non-deterministic distributed decision each process p i gets a local certificate c i in addition to its input x i . If the input x ∈ L then there exists a certificate c = (c i ) i such that the processes collectively accept x, and if x ∈ L, then for every c, the processes should collectively reject x. The collective decision is expressed by the set of opinions emitted by the processes, and one aims at minimizing the number of possible opinions emitted by each process.
Introduction
Fault-tolerant distributed decision In distributed decision each process has only a local perspective of the system, and collectively the processes have to decide if some predicate about the global system state is valid. Recent work in this area includes but is not limited to, deciding locally whether the nodes of a network are properly colored , checking the results obtained from the execution of a distributed program [13, 15] , designing time lower bounds on the hardness of distributed approximation [7] , estimating the complexity of logics required for distributed run-time verification [14] , and elaborating a distributed computing complexity theory [12, 16] .
More specifically, the predicate to be decided is specified as a distributed language L. Each process p i is given an input value x i , and the processes should collectively decide whether their set of input values x = (x i ) i represents a valid state of the system w.r.t. to the specification, i.e., if x ∈ L. The collective decision is expressed by the set of opinions emitted by the processes. Often processes emit two possible opinions, true or false, and the collective opinion is interpeted as the conjunction of the emitted values. Indeed, in a distributed system where processes are unable to agree on what the global system state is (e.g. due to failures, communication delays, locality, etc), it is unavoidable that processes have different opinions about the validity of the predicate at any given moment (a consequence of consensus impossibility [10] ). Some languages L may be decided by emitting only two opinions, but not always (e.g., in the context of linear temporal logic, [3] ). In fact, it is known that up to n different opinions may be necessary to decide some languages [14] . For example, for the k-set agreement language, specifying that at most k leaders are elected, min{2k, n} + 1 opinions are necessary and sufficient in a system where n asynchronous processes may crash [15] . In general, one aims at minimizing the number of possible opinions.
Non-deterministic distributed decision In non-deterministic distributed decision, each process p i gets a local certificate c i in addition to its input x i . If the input x ∈ L then there exists a certificate c = (c i ) i such that the processes collectively accept x, and if x ∈ L, then for every c, the processes should collectively reject x (i.e., the protocol cannot be fooled by "fake" certificates on illegal instances). Notice that as for the input, the certificate is also distributed; each process only knows its local part of the certificate. As in the deterministic case, the collective decision is expressed by the set of opinions emitted by the processes.
This non-determinism framework is inspired by classical complexity theory, but it has been used before also in various distributed settings, e.g. in distributed complexity [12] , in silent selfstabilization [4] (as captured by the concept of proof-labeling schemes [20] ), as well as failure detectors [5] where an underlying layer is charged with producing certificates giving information about process failures -the failure detector should provide certificates giving sufficient information about process failures to solve e.g. consensus, but an incorrect certificate should not lead to an invalid consensus solution.
In several of these contexts, one seeks certificates that are as small as possible, perhaps for information theoretic purposes, privacy purposes, or because certificates have to be exchanged among processes [4, 20] . As we shall prove in this paper, it is possible to use small certificates to enable the number of opinions to be drastically reduced. We do so in the standard framework of asynchronous crash-prone processes communicating by writing and reading shared variables 1 .
Our Contribution We show that, for every distributed language L, it is possible to design a non-deterministic protocol using certificates of few bits, while using a small set of opinions. Our solution is based on a combinatorial construction called a distributed encoding.
We define a distributed encoding of the integers as a collection of code-words providing every integer n with a code w = (w i ) i=1,...,n in Σ n , where Σ is a (possibly infinite) alphabet, such that, for any k ∈ [1, n), no subwords 2 w ∈ Σ k of w is encoding k. Trivially, every integer n ≥ 1 can be (distributedly) encoded by the word w = (bin(n), . . . , bin(n)) ∈ Σ n with Σ = {0, 1} * , where bin(n) is the binary representation of n. Hence, to encode the first n integers, one can use words on an alphabet with n symbols, encoded on O(log n) bits. Our first result is a constructive proof that there is a distributed encoding of the integers which encodes the first n integers using words on an alphabet with symbols on O(log α(n)) bits, where α is a function growing at least as slowly as the inverse-Ackerman function. This first result is obtained by considering the well-quasi-ordering (Λ, =) where Λ = {0, 1} is composed of two incomparable elements 0 and 1, and by constructing long (so-called) bad sequences of words over (Λ * , ≤ * ) starting from any words a ∈ Λ * , and controlled by the successor function g(x) = x + 1. (See Section 2 for the formal definitions of these concepts, and for the definition of the relation ≤ * over Λ * ).
Our main contribution is an application of distributed encoding of the integers to distributed computing. This provides in turn a new class of applications for well-quasi-orderings, that lies outside logic and complexity theory. Specifically, we prove that any distributed language L can be non-deterministically decided with certificates on O(log α(n)) bits, and only three opinions. Each opinion provides an estimation of the correctness of the execution from the perspective of one process. Moreover, using argument from combinatorial topology, we show that the result is best possible. Namely, there are distributed languages for which two opinions are insufficient, even with at most three processes, and regardless to the size of the certificates.
To sum up, using well-quasi-orderings, and the novel notion of distributed encoding of the integers, we prove that non-deterministic distributed decision is possible for any language, with certificates of practically constant size, by letting each process choose one opinion among just three, which is optimal.
This motivates a new line of research in distributed computing, consisting in designing distributed algorithms producing certified outputs, i.e., outputs that can be verified afterward by another algorithm. This can be achieved in the framework of asynchronous systems with transient failures [4] . Our results demonstrate that, conceptually, this can also be achieved in asynchronous systems with crash failures, at low costs, in term of both certificate size and number of opinions.
Related work Deterministic distributed decision in the context of asynchronous, crash-prone distributed computing was introduced in [13] with the name checking, where a characterization of the tasks that are and-checkable is provided. The results where later on extended in [15] to the set agreement task and in [14] proving nearly tight bounds on the number of opinions required to check any distributed language. In [12, 16] the context of local distributed network computing [23] is considered. It was shown that not all network decision tasks can be solved locally by a non-deterministic algorithm. On the other hand, every languages can be locally decided non-deterministically if one allows the verifier to err with some probability. See [11] for more on randomized local distributed decision, and [8] for its impact on construction tasks.
Our construction of distributed encoding of the integers relies very much on the notion of wellquasi-ordering (wqo) [21] .This important tool for logic and computability has a wide variety of applications -see [22] for a survey. One important application is providing termination arguments in decidability results [6] . Indeed, thirteen years after publishing his undecidability result, Turing [28] proposed the now classic method of proving program termination using so-called bad sequences, with respect to a wqo. In this setting, the problem of bounding the length of bad sequences is of utmost interest as it yields upper bounds on terminating program executions. Hence, the interest in algorithmic aspects of wqos has grown recently [9, 24] , as witnessed by the amount of work collected in [25] . Our paper is tackling the study of wqos, from a distributed algorithm perspective. Also, lower bounds showing Ackermanian termination growth have been identified in several applications, including lossy counter machines and reset Petri nets [25, 27] .
Distributed Encoding of the Integers
In this section, we define the notion of distributed encoding of the integers, and construct a compact distributed encoding.
Given a finite or infinite alphabet Σ, a word of size n on Σ is an ordered sequence w = w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w n of symbols w i ∈ Σ. The set of all finite words over Σ is Σ * , and the set of all words of size n is Σ n . A sub-word of w is a word w ∈ Σ * , which is sub-sequence of w, w = w i 1 , w i 2 , . . . , w i k with k < n and 1
Definition 2.1. A distributed encoding of the positive integers is a pair (Σ, f ) where Σ is a (possibly infinite) alphabet, and f : Σ * → {true, false} satisfying that, for every integer n ≥ 1, there exists a word w ∈ Σ n with f (w) = true, such that for every sub-word w of w, f (w ) = false. The word w is called the distributed code of n.
A trivial distributed encoding of the integers can be obtained using the infinite alphabet Σ = {0, 1} * (each symbol is a sequence of 0's and 1's). The distributed code of n consists in repeating n times the binary encoding of n, for each positive integer n, w = bin(n), . . . , bin(n). For every integer n ≥ 1 and every word w ∈ Σ n , we set f (w) = true if and only if w i = bin(n) for every i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. However, this encoding is quite redundant, and consumes an alphabet of n symbols to encode the first n positive integers (i.e., O(log n) bits per symbol).
A far more compact distributed encoding of the integers can be obtained, using a variant of the Ackermann function. Given a function f : N → N, we denote by f (n) the nth iterate of f , with f (0) the identity function. Let A k : N → N, k ≥ 1 be the family of functions defined recursively as follows:
Hence A k (0) = 2 for every k ≥ 1, and, for n ≥ 0, A 2 (n) = 2 n+2 −2, and A 3 (n) = 2 2 ··· 2 −2, where the a tower is of height n+2. (Many versions of the Ackerman function exist, and a possible definition [26] is Ack(n) = A n (1)). Let F : N → N be the function:
Hence, α grows extremely slowly, and, for any reasonable value of n, we have α(n) ≤ 5. In addition, note that F (n) (1) > n for every n ≥ 1. Hence, a crude lower bound of
. Therefore the function α grows at least as slowly as the inverse-Ackerman function.
Theorem 2.2. There is a distributed encoding (Σ, f ) of the positive integers which encodes the first n integers using words on an alphabet with symbols on O(log α(n)) bits, where α is defined in Eq. (2).
The proof of Theorem 2.2 heavily relies on the notion of well-quasi-ordering. Recall that a well-quasi-ordering (wqo) is a quasi-ordering that is well-founded. That is, a wqo is a pair (A, ≤), where ≤ is a reflexive and transitive relation over a set A, such that every infinite sequence of elements a (0) , a (1) , a (2) , · · · from A contains an increasing pair, i.e., a pair (a (i) , a (j) ) with i < j and a (i) ≤ a (j) . Sequences (finite or infinite) with an increasing pair of elements are called good sequences. Instead, sequences where no such increasing pair can be found are called bad. Therefore, every infinite sequence over a wqo A is good, and, as a consequence, bad sequences over a wqo A are finite. Often, a ∈ A is a finite word over some domain Λ, i.e., a ∈ Λ * . Assuming (Λ, ≤) itself is a wqo, then Higman's lemma says that (Λ * , ≤ * ) is a wqo, where ≤ * is the subword ordering defined as follows. For any a = a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n ∈ Λ * , and any
As said before, the longest bad sequence starting on any a ∈ Λ * is of interest for practical applications (e.g., to obtain upper bounds on the termination time of a program). This length is strongly related to the growth of the words' length in Λ * . More generally, let |·| be a norm on a wqo A that defines the size |a| of each a ∈ A. For any a ∈ A, there is a longest bad sequence a (0) , a (1) , a (2) , . . . , a (k) starting on a (0) = a, provided that, for every i ≥ 0, the size of a (i+1) does not grow unboundedly with respect to the size of the previous element a (i) . Given an increasing function g, the length function L g (n) is defined as the length of the longest sequence over all sequences controlled by g, starting in an element a with |a| ≤ n. The function g controls the sequence in the sense that it bounds the growth of elements as we iterate through the sequence. That is, L g (n) is the length of the longest sequence a (0) , a (1) , . . . such that |a (0) | ≤ n, and, for any i ≥ 0, |a (i+1) | ≤ g(|a (i) |). The Length Function Theorem of [24] provides an upper bound on bad sequences parametrized by a control function g and by the size p = |Λ| of the alphabet. Theorem 2.2 is obtained by Considering the well-quasi-ordering (Λ, =) where Λ = {0, 1} is composed of two incomparable elements 0 and 1. We construct a bad sequence B(a) of words over (Λ * , ≤ * ) starting from any words a ∈ Λ * , and controlled by the successor function g(x) = x + 1. That is, the difference between the length of two consecutive words in the bad sequence B(a) must be at most 1. We obtain an infinite sequence S = S (1) , S (2) , . . . of words over Λ * by concatenating bad sequences -see Fig. 1 page 11. More specifically, S = B(S (0) )|B(S (t 1 ) )|B(S (t 2 ) )| . . . where "|" denotes the concatenation of sequences, S (0) = 0, and, for k ≥ 1, S (t k ) = (0, . . . , 0), where the number of 0s is equal to the length of the last word of the bad sequence B(S (t k−1 ) ), plus 1 (see Fig. 1 ). See also Fig. 2 for an example of construction of a bad sequence. For further references, we call these long bad multi-diagonal sequences.
Given the infinite sequence S, we construct our distributed encoding (Σ, f ) of the integers as follows. We set Σ = {0, 1} * × Λ, and the distributed code of n ≥ 1 is w = w 1 w 2 . . . w n ∈ Σ n with w i = (bin(k), S (n) i ) where k ≥ 1 is such that the nth word S (n) in the sequence S belongs to the kth multi-diagonal sequence B(S (t k ) ), and S (n) i ∈ Λ is the ith bit of S (n) , i = 1, . . . , n. For each integer n ≥ 1 and every word w ∈ Σ n , we set:
This is a correct distributed encoding since, for every integer n ≥ 1, there exists a word w ∈ Σ n such that f (w) = true, and, for every subword w of w, f (w ) = false. The latter holds because every subword w must be of the form w = (w i j ) j=1,...,m with i j < i j+1 for j ∈ [1, m), and if the mth element S (m) in the sequence S satisfies S (m) ≤ * S (n) , then it cannot be the case that
The detailed proof of Theorem 2.2 comes next.
Proof Theorem 2.2 Our distributed encoding relies on an infinite sequence S = S (1) , S (2) , . . . of binary words of increasing length. The ith word S (i) of the sequence is of length i. S is in turn partitioned into a sequence of finite sub-sequences called multi-diagonal sequences. (The reader may consult Fig. 1 that depicts the first elements of S). For every i ≥ 1, the ith multi-diagonal sequence in S consists in the sub-sequence M = S (
Moreover, each multi-diagonal sequence in S satisfies the following property:
Property ( ): For every i ≥ 1, and for any two words w, w in the ith multi-diagonal sequence M in S, w is not a subword of w .
Before providing complete description of S, and the proof of Property ( ), let us assume that we have the sequence S at hand, satisfying Property ( ). Then, we can define the distributed encoding of any integer n ≥ 1 as follows. We set
and the distributed encoding of n is the word
is the nth binary word of the sequence S, and x is the binary representation of the index i of the multi-diagonal sequence to which S (n) belongs. That is, if b 1 b 2 . . . b n belongs to the ith sub-sequence, then x = bin(i). Since the ith multi-diagonal sequence consists in the sub-sequence S (
, where i = α(n), we get that each letter (bin(i), b j ) of w, for j = 1, . . . , n, is on O(log α(n)) bits, as desired. Also, we define f : Σ * → {true, false} as follows. For every word
By definition, f satisfies that, for every positive integer n, the distributed encoding w of n satisfies f (w) = true. On the other hand, let
be a sub-word of w. By Property ( ), if
is not in the ith multi-diagonal sequence, since w is a sub-word of w. If S (k) belongs to the i th multi-diagonal sequence of S, with i = i, then bin(i ) = bin(i), and therefore f (w ) = false, as desired. As a consequence, all the conditions of Definition 2.1 are satisfied. Therefore (Σ, f ) is a distributed encoding of the integers. Now, it remains to describe the multi-diagonal sequences so that Property ( ) is satisfied. For that purpose, we review some basic facts about the vector spaces N k , k > 0. Let ≤ lex denote the lexicographic order over vectors of N k . That is, for every x, x ∈ N k ,
, and
By definition, a bad sequence over N k is a sequence
(since < lex is a total order). We encode the vectors x ∈ N k , k > 0, by words in {0, 1} * as follows. Let w x denote the encoding of the vector x = x 1 , . . . , x k ∈ N k . We set
That is, each coordinate x i of x is represented by its unary encoding, and is followed by a 0. The size s(x) of the encoding of x is thus:
Given a vector x ∈ N k , and µ ≥ 0, we will be interested in binary words c x,µ of size s(x) + µ that consist in the word w x followed by µ consecutive 1s, i.e., Proof. In the first case, w contains strictly more 0s than w and thus cannot be a sub-word of w . In the second case, since x < lex x, there is a coordinate i, 1 ≤ i ≤ k such that x i < x i . Hence, there are strictly more 1s between the (i − 1)th 0 and the ith 0 of w than between the (i − 1)th 0 and the ith 0 of w (or more 1s at the beginning of w than at the beginning of w , if i = 1). Moreover, w and w contains the same number of 0s, namely k = k . For w to be a sub-word of w , the k 0s of w should be in one-to-one correspondence with the k 0s of w , and, since w has x i consecutive 1s between its (i − 1)th 0 and ith 0 while w has only x i < x i consecutive 1s between its (i − 1)th 0 and ith 0, there are not enough 1s in w to accommodate the 1s in w. It follows that w cannot be a sub-word of w .
As said before, S consists in an infinite sequence of multi-diagonal sub-sequences whose description follows. Let us fix n ≥ 1. The multi-diagonal sequence M = M (n) starts with the binary word
formed of n consecutive 0s, and ends with the binary word
formed of n consecutive 1s, where the definition of n follows. Note that M (1) = c 0 n ,0 where 0 n = (0, . . . , 0) is the zero vector of N n . Each successive word M (i) , 1 ≤ i < n , is of the form
where
by applying one of the following two operations to M (i) (see Fig. 2 for an example of that construction):
, and, for k = 1, we set M (i+1) = 1 . . . 1 with µ i + 2 consecutive 1s, and it is the last word of the sequence M .
Otherwise, we set M (i+1) = c x (i+1) ,0 where
In other words,
That is, x (i+1) is the largest vector strictly smaller than x i in the lexicographic order, and whose size of its binary encoding is at most
We note that |M (1) | = n, and, for any i with 1
Claim 2.4. For every integer n ≥ 1, and for any two words w = w in the sequence M , w is not a sub-word of w .
Proof. Let w, w , |w| < |w | be two words in the sequence M . If w is the last word of M , then it contains no 0s, whereas w contains at least one 0. Hence w cannot be a sub-word of w . Let us assume that w is not the last word of M . Hence, w = c x,µ and w = c x ,µ with x ∈ N k and x ∈ N k for some integers k, k ≥ 1. By definition, w is derived from w by applying a sequence of maximum and projection operations. Hence k ≤ k. If k < k, that is, if the sequence of operations leading from w to w contains at least one projection operation, then w is not a sub-word of w' by Claim 2.3. Otherwise, w is derived from w by a sequence of maximum operations. Hence x < lex x, and it follows from Claim 2.3 that w is not a sub-word of w .
Let us now turn our attention to the length of the sequence M , or, equivalently, to the length of it last word. Claim 2.5. The length of the last word of the sequence M = M (n) is n = F (n) − 1.
Proof. Let v ≥ 0 and k > 0 be two integers, and let X k,v be the maximal sequence of binary words defined as follows :
is the result of the maximum operation applied to X 
where we denote by µ(k, v) the number of consecutive 1s at the end of the last word of X k,v . We show that µ(k, v) = A k (v) − 2 for every k, by induction on k.
For k = 1, the sequence X 1,v starts with the word consisting in v 1s followed by a 0. Each successive word is obtained from its predecessor by removing one of the leading 1s, and by adding two more 1s at the end. Therefore, the last word of X 1,v consists in an initial 0 followed by 2v 1s.
For the induction step, let k ≥ 2, and assume that for every v ≥ 0, and every k ,
k,v is of the form c x (i) ,µ i where x (i) ∈ N k , and µ i ≥ 0. Hence, we can view the sequence X k,v as a sequence of pairs
where each x (i) is a vector in N k , and µ i is an integer. Moreover, for every i, we have k,v , we get that x ( −1) = (0, . . . , 0, u + 1) ∈ N k , and thus x ( ) = (0, . . . , µ −1 + 2, u), and µ = 0. Similarly, applying the maximum operation to x (m) changes the last coordinate from u to u − 1. Therefore, we get x (m) = (0, . . . , 0, u).
Let y ( ) , y ( +1) , . . . , y (m) , with y ( ) = (0, . . . , 0, µ −1 + 2) and y (m) = (0, . . . , 0, 0) be the vectors in N k−1 obtained by projecting out the last coordinate of x ( ) , x ( +1) , . . . , x (m) , respectively. As µ = 0, those vectors are the same as the vectors in the sequence X (k−1,µ −1 +2) , and µ m is thus the number of consecutive ending 1s in the last word of X (k−1,µ −1 +2) . By the induction hypothesis, it thus follows that µ m = µ(k − 1,
The sequence X k,v can be partitioned in v+1 sub-sequences, called sections, σ v , . . . , σ 0 . For each u with 0 ≤ u ≤ v, σ u is the sub-sequence of X k,v that consists in the words whose associated vector has its last coordinate equal to u. Let us denote by t u the number of ending 1s in the last word of σ u (this word is c (0,...,0,u),tu ). As shown above, we have t u = µ(k − 1, t u+1 + 2) = A k−1 (t u+1 + 2) − 2 for every v > u ≥ 0. Hence,
The first equality follows from the facts that t v = 0 and A k−1 (0) = 2. The last equality is by definition of A k (v) (cf. Eq. 1). This complete the induction.
Finally, observe that the last word of X k,v is the last word of σ 0 . Therefore, µ(k, v) = t 0 = A k (0). To conclude, we observe that
This completes the proof of Claim 2.5.
The infinite sequence S is the sequence of multi-diagonal sequences
Let us observe that for each i ≥ 1, the multi-diagonal sequence M (F 0 (i − 1)) starts with the word that consists in F (i−1) (1) 0s, and ends with the word that consists in F i (1) − 1 consecutive 1s (cf. Claim 2.5). Moreover, for any two consecutive words w, w in M (F 0 (i − 1)), we have |w| + 1 = |w |. Therefore, for any j, the length of the jth word S (j) of S is j. Finally, for each
). It follows from Claim 2.4 that no two distinct words of M are sub-word of each other. Thus S satisfies Property ( ), which completes the proof of Theorem 2.2.
Distributed Decision
In this section, we present the application of distributed encoding of the integers to distributed decision. First, we describe the computational model (more details can be found in e.g. [2, 17] ), and then we formally define the notions of distributed languages and decision (based on the framework of [12, 13, 14] ).
Computational model We consider the standard asynchronous wait-free read/write shared memory model. Each process runs at its own speed, that may vary along with time, and the processes may fail by crashing (i.e., halt and never recover). We consider the wait-free model [2] in which any number of processes may crash in an execution. The processes communicate through a = 000 (2nd bad sequence starts)
= 11010
= 0101111
= 111110011 The beginning of a long bad (multi-diagonal) sequence starting at 0000. Note that A 4 (0) = 2, and thus A 1 (A 2 (A 3 (2))) = F (4) − 1.
shared memory composed of atomic registers. We associate each process p to a positive integer, its identity id(p), and the registers are organized as an array of single-writer/multiple-reader (SWMR) registers, one per process. A register i supports two operations: read() that returns the value stored in the register, and can be executed by any process, and write(x) that writes the value x in the register, and can be executed only by process with ID i. For simplicity, we use a snapshot operation by which a process can read all registers, in such a way that a snapshot returns a copy of all the values that were simultaneously present in the shared memory at some point during the execution of the operation. We may assume snapshots are available because they can be implemented by a wait-free algorithm using only the array of SWMR registers [1] .
Distributed languages A correctness specification that is to be monitored is stated in terms of a distributed language. Suppose a set of processes {id 1 , . . . , id k } ⊆ [n] observe the system, and get samples {a 1 , . . . , a k }, respectively, over a domain A. A distributed language L specifies whether s = { (id 1 , a 1 ) , . . . , (id k , a k )} corresponds to a legal or an illegal system behavior. Such a set s consisting of pairs of processes and samples is called an instance, and a distributed language L is simply the set of all legal instances of the underlying system, over a domain A of possible samples.
Given a language L, we say that an instance s is legal if s ∈ L and illegal otherwise 3 . Given an instance s = {(id 1 , a 1 ), . . . , (id k , a k )} let ID(s) = {id 1 , . . . , id k } the set of identities in s and val(s) the multiset of values in s 4 .
Each process i ∈ [n] has a read-only variable, input i , initially equal to a symbol ⊥ (not in A), and where the process sample a i is deposited. We consider only the simplest scenario, where these variables change only once, from the value ⊥, to a value in A, and this is the first thing that happens when the process starts running. The goal is for the processes to decide that, collectively, the values deposited in these variables are correct: after communicating with each other, processes output opinions. Each process i eventually deposits its opinion in its write-once variable output i . Due to failures, it may be the case that only a subset of processes P ⊆ [n] participate. The instance of such an execution is s = {(id i , a i ) | id i ∈ P } and we consider only all executions where all processes in P run to completion (the others do not take any steps), and each one produces an opinion u i ∈ U , where U is a set of possible opinions. 5 Examples of a distributed language Suppose in the underlying system there is information about no more than q clients, each one identified by an integer in [q]. A monitor process id i takes a sample to find out about some subset of clients p i ⊆ [q], and some subset of leaders i ⊆ [q]. The language k-leader over alphabet A = 2 [q] × 2 [q] is defined by instances s as follows. An instance s = (id 1 , (p 1 , 1 )) , . . . , (id k , (p k , k )) is in k-leader if and only if each known leader l belonging to some i is a known client p = l belonging to some p ∈ p j , and the set of known leaders is of size at most k, namely 1. Validity holds: 1≤i≤k i ⊆ 1≤i≤k p i , and 2. Agreement holds:
The language leader corresponds to the case of k = 1, where a single leader should exists, and this leader should be a known client.
A simplified version of leader is when it is always the case that that the sample of process i, (p i , i ), always consists of p i = {id i }, for every process i. Then we have the language leader election, for which it is required that one unique process be identified as the leader by all the other processes. This requirement is captured by the language leader defined over A = [n] as follows:
An instance is legal if and only if all the processes agree on the identity of one of them.
Deciding a distributed language Deciding a language L involves two components: an opinionmaker M , and an interpretation µ. The opinion-maker is the distributed algorithm executed by the processes. Each process produces an individual opinion in U about the legality of the global instance. The interpretation µ specifies the way one should interpret the collection of individual opinions produced by the processes. It guarantees the minimal requirement that the opinions of the processes should be able to distinguish legal instances from illegal ones according to L. Consider the set of all multi-sets over U , each one with at most n elements. Then µ = (Y, N) is a partition of this set. Y is called the "yes" set, and N is called the "no" set. For instance, when U = {0, 1}, process may produce as an opinion either 0 or 1. Together, the monitors produce a multi-set of at most n boolean values. We do not consider which process produce which opinion, but we do consider how many processes produce a given opinion. The partition produced by the and-operator [13] is as follows. For every multi-set of opinions S, set S ∈ Y if every opinion in S is 1, otherwise, S ∈ N.
Given a language L over an alphabet A, a distributed monitor for L is a pair (M, µ), an opinion maker M and an interpretation µ, satisfying the following, for every execution E of M starting with instance s = {(id i , a i ) | id i ∈ P }, P ⊆ [n].
Definition 3.1. The pair (M, µ) decides L with opinions U if every execution E on instance s = {(id i , a i ) | id i ∈ P, a i ∈ A} satisfies • The input of process i is a i , and the opinion-maker M outputs on execution E an opinion u i ∈ U .
• The instance s ∈ L if and only if the processes produce a multiset of opinions S ∈ Y. Given that (Y, N) is a partition of the multisets over U , s ∈ L if and only S ∈ Y.
Non-deterministic distributed decision In the same way NP extends P, we extend the notion of distributed decision to distributed verification, similar to [12] . In addition to its input x i , process id i receives a binary string c i ∈ {0, 1} * . The set c = {(id i , c i ) | id i ∈ P } is called a distributed certificate for processes P . The pair (M, µ) is a distributed verifier for L with opinions U if for any s = {(id i , a i ) | id i ∈ P, a i ∈ A}, the following hold 2. (a) If instance s ∈ L then there exists a certificate c such that in every execution the processes produce a multiset of opinions S ∈ Y.
(b) If instance s ∈ L then for any certificate c the processes produce a multiset of opinions S ∈ N.
Note that we do not enforce any constraints on the running time of the opinion maker M . Nevertheless, M must be wait-free, and must not be fooled by any "fake" certificate c for an instance s / ∈ L.
Efficient non-deterministic decision
We first show that it is possible to verify every distributed language using three opinions, with very small size certificates. Then we show that with constant size certificates, almost constant size number of opinions are sufficient. We use the function α defined in Eq. (2) and the distributed encoding notion of Definition 2.1.
Impossibility of verifying with two opinions
Ideally, we would like to deal with opinion-makers using very few opinions (e.g., just true or false), and with simple interpreters (e.g., the boolean and operator). However, the following result shows that even very classical languages like consensus cannot be verified with such simple verifiers.
Theorem 4.1. There are languages that cannot be verified using only two opinions, even restricted to instances of dimension at most 2 (i.e., 3 processes), and regardless to the size of the certificates.
The proof of Theorem 4.1 uses arguments from combinatorial topology. Indeed, it is known [17, 18] that, roughly, a task is wait-free solvable if and only if there is a simplicial map from a subdivision of its input complex to its output complex. For instance, consensus is not wait-free solvable because any subdivision preserves the connectivity of the consensus input complex, while the consensus output complex is disconnected, from which it follows that a simplicial map between the two complexes cannot exist. We show that binary consensus among three processes is not wait-free verifiable with only two opinions. This is obtained by assuming that binary consensus in wait-free verifiable, and then establishing a contradiction on the structure of the protocol complex.
Proof of Theorem 4.1 We explicitly describe a distributed language L that cannot be verified using only two opinions. This language is natural in the sense that it fits with the specification of verifying the correctness of binary consensus. (Recall that, in the consensus task, every process i is given an input value s i , and must produce an output value t i such that all output values are identical, and equal to one of the input values). Also, this language is identity-oblivious, in the sense that if { (id 1 , x 1 ) , . . . , (id n , x n )} ∈ L, then { (id 1 , x 1 ) , . . . , (id n , x n )} ∈ L for every id 1 , . . . , id n . We thus omit the identities, and define L as follows:
Assume, for the purpose of contradiction that L can be verified with an opinion-maker M producing only two values a and b, for an appropriate setting of certificates. In particular, we can assume, w.l.o.g., that M outputs b on the legal instance (0, 0) provided with its appropriate certificate, and a on the illegal instance (0, 1). That is, the interpretation µ accepts {a}, but rejects {b}. We obtain a contradiction just by considering instances of dimension at most 2 (i.e., with at most 3 pairs (s i , t i )). We first show that the interpretation must accept {a, a} and reject the multisets {a, b}, {b, b}, {a, a, b} and {a, b, b}. We then obtain a contradiction by exhibiting an execution of M on a legal instance with the appropriate certificate in which the output is either the multiset of opinions {a, a, b} or {a, b, b}.
Without loss of generality, we assume that the read/write wait-free protocol M consists in a certain number β of asynchronous rounds. In each round, process p writes its state in its dedicated register, takes a snapshot of the array of registers, and updates its state. We focus on a certain class of executions, called immediate snapshot executions [17] , which can be divided into blocks. In a block, only a subset of processes is active. They first simultaneously write before taking a snapshot. Following the work in [18] , we know that immediate snapshot executions can be represented by simple combinatorial objects, namely, simplexes and complexes [17] .
A complex K is a set of vertices V (K), and a family of finite, nonempty subsets of V (K), called simplexes, satisfying: (1) if v ∈ V (K) then {v} is a simplex, and (2) if s is a simplex, so is every nonempty subset of s. A simplex τ is a face of a simplex σ if τ is a subset of σ. If τ is not equal to σ then τ is a proper face of σ. The complex induced by a simplex σ consists in σ and all its faces. The dimension of a simplex s is |s| − 1. In distributed computing, a vertex represents a local state, a simplex a global state and a complex a collection of global states. Hence, one of the labels of each vertex is an identity. We denote by ID(σ) the identities of the vertexes of σ. An input complex I represents possible initial states. In this case, each vertex is additionally labeled with an input value (in our case a pair (s i , t i ) and a certificate c i ). Each protocol solving a task has an associated protocol complex in which each vertex is labeled with a process id and the decision of the process (in our case an opinion a or b). If σ is an input complex, let P(σ) be the complex of final states that can be reached from the initial state σ by immediate snapshot executions of the protocol. For the wait-free model of computation, previous works (e.g., [17, 18] ) have shown that P(σ) is a subdivision of σ. 1, 1), c (1,1) ), (r, (0, 1), c (0,1),(1,1) )} and {(p, (0, 0), c (0,0) ), (q, (1, 1), c (0,1),(1,1) ), (r, (0, 1), c (0,1),(1,1) )}. For a legal instance s, c s denote the appropriate certificate for s.
We first consider the protocol sub-complex depicted in Fig. 3 . We establish that it includes a simplex τ of dimension 2 labeled {a, b, b}. This simplex τ is reachable from an input simplex corresponding to the instance s = {(0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 1)}. That is, there is an execution of the opinion maker M in which the three participating processes produce the opinions a, b and b respectively and the instance in that execution is s / ∈ L. Therefore, the multiset {a, b, b} must be rejected by the interpretation µ.
Consider the two corners labeled with p (white) and r (black) at the top left and bottom right (see Fig. 3 ). The top corner represents a solo execution by process p with input (0, 0) and the appropriate certificate for this input denoted c {(0,0)} . In this execution, p opinion must be b as {(0, 0)} ∈ L and p has been provided with the right certificate. Similarly, the bottom corner represents a solo execution by process r with input (0, 1). As {(0, 1)} / ∈ L, r opinion must be rejected by µ, that is r opinion must be a. Each vertex in the subdivided edge linking these two corners is labeled with an opinion in {a, b}. Since the corners are labeled a and b respectively, there are two neighbors vertexes labeled a and b respectively. This means that the multiset of opinions {a, b} is produced by the opinion maker in an execution on instance {(0, 0), (0, 1)}, which is not in L. Therefore {a, b} is rejected by µ. Let us now concentrate on the subdivided edge with extremities r and q on the right triangle (see Fig. 3 ). Note that no simplex on this edge may be labeled {a, b} since the input instance is s = {(0, 1), (1, 1)} ∈ L, the processes are provided with the appropriate certificate (denoted c {(0,1),(1,1)} ) and µ rejects {a, b}. As the bottom corner (colored black and labeled r in the picture) is labeled a, this implies that every vertex is labeled a. Therefore the multiset {a, a} is accepted by µ. Now, since the protocol sub-complex generated by the input simplex {(p, ((0, 0), c (0,0) ), (q, ((1, 1), c (0,1),(1,1) ), (r, ((0, 1), c (0,1),(1,1) )))} is a subdivided simplex of that simplex, there is a sequence of 2-dimensional simplexes τ 1 , . . . , τ such that (1) τ 1 contains the white corner p, (2) τ i ∩ τ i+1 is a simplex of dimension 1, for each i, 1 ≤ i < and, (3) τ contains at least two vertexes labeled a. As every vertex is labeled a or b, it follows that there is a 2-dimensional simplex τ i in the sequence which is labeled a, a, b. This simplex represents on execution of the opinion maker on instance s = {(0, 0), (1, 1), (0, 1)} / ∈ L. Therefore the multiset {a, a, b} must be rejected by µ.
Let us now concentrate on the subdivided triangle on the left, which is the protocol sub-complex generated by the input simplex {(p, ((0, 0), c (0,0) ), (q, ((1, 1), c (1,1) ), (r, ((0, 1), c (0,1),(1,1) )))}.
The bottom left corner q is labeled b, as it corresponds to a solo execution by process q with the right certificate on an instance, namely {(1, 1)} in L. Each simplex on the subdivided edge joining the corners q and p is labeled a, b or b, b. This is because {a, a} is accepted by µ, and each of those simplexes correspond to execution on the instance {(0, 0), (1, 1)} which is not in L. By a parity argument, there must exist a simplex labeled b, b. Then, following the same reasoning as above, one can show that there is a 2-dimensional simplex τ i labeled b, b, a. This simplex corresponds to an execution on s = {(0, 0), (1, 1), (0, 1)} and thus the multiset {a, b, b} is rejected by µ.
Finally, consider the protocol sub-complex induced by the input simplex Fig. 4 . Here, c p , c q , c r denote the appropriate certificate for processes p, q and r respectively for the instance {(0, 1), (0, 1), (1, 1)}. Let us examine the labels of the marked output simplex on the top left corner. Let τ be that simplex. Since {(0, 1)} / ∈ L, the label of the white vertex must be a. Indeed, it corresponds to a solo execution by process p on the illegal instance {(0, 1)}. The simplex formed by the gray and the white vertexes corresponds to a 2-processes execution on the illegal instance {(0, 1), (0, 1)}. The multiset of opinions output in that execution has thus to be rejected by µ. Therefore the label of the gray vertex must be b. Let x be the opinion associated with the black vertex. Simplex τ corresponds to an execution of the opinion maker on the legal instance {(0, 1), (0, 1), (1, 1)} in which the processes are provided with the right certificates. Hence, the multiset of opinions {a, b, x} is accepted by µ. However, we have seen that both multisets {a, b, b} and {a, b, a} are rejected by the interpretation µ. Therefore x / ∈ {a, b}, a contradiction. Therefore, at least three opinions must be used by the verifier for the language corresponding to checking correctness of binary consensus on three processes.
Verification three opinions and almost constant size certificates
On the other hand, it was proved in [19] that every distributed language can be verified using only three opinions (true, false, undetermined). However, the verifier in [19] exhibited to establish this result uses certificates of size O(log n) bits for n-dimensional instances. The following shows how to improve this bound using distributed encodings and function α (Eq. (2)).
Theorem 4.2. Every distributed language can be verified using three opinions, with certificates of size O(log α(n)) bits for n-process instances.
Proof. Let L be a distributed language. The verifier (M, µ) for L is based on the distributed encoding (f, Σ) of the positive integers whose existence is established in Theorem 2.2. Given an (n − 1)-dimensional instance s = (j 1 , x j 1 ), . . . , (j n , x jn ) ∈ L, with j 1 < j 2 < · · · < j n , the certificate for s is the distributed code c = (c j 1 , . . . , c jn ) ∈ Σ n of n. Recall that, by definition of the distributed encoding, we have f (c) = true, while f (c ) = false for every subword c ≺ c of c. Algorithm 1 describes a verifier generating one out of three possible opinions (true, false, or undetermined) at each process, using such certificates. Algorithm 1. Universal verifier with 3-valued opinions: code of the opinion maker M for process i. Require: input pair value-certificate (x i , c i )
if f (c) then 
decide (true, level(k)) 9:
decide (false, level(k))
11:
, and level(|c |) = level(k)) then 14: decide (false, level(k) + 1) In Algorithm 1, every participating process p i writes its identity i, its value x i , and its certificate c i in memory, and then takes a snapshot. The latter provides process i with a view of the system including all the data written by the k participating processes which wrote before it takes snapshot (including itself). This view enables process i to compute an instance s and a word c, ordered by the identities of the processes in its snapshot. Based on whether or not s ∈ L, on whether f (c) = true or false, and on whether c contains a sub-words c such that f (c ) = true, process i decides true, false, or undetermined, as specified in Algorithm 1.
The interpretation µ of the opinions decided by the processes uses the following truth table, where T stands for true, F for false, and U for undetermined:
The interpreter µ accepts a multiset {o 1 , . . . , o n } of options if and only if
In other words, µ accepts if and only if no processes decide false (F), and at least one process decides true (T). That is, the yes-set consist in all multi-sets containing at least one opinion true, and no opinions false.
By construction, this verifier uses three opinions, and certificates on O(log α(n)) bits for ndimensional instances. It remains to prove its correctness. We need to consider only executions in which all processes in ID(s) decide.
Let s ∈ L be an (n − 1)-dimensional instance, and let c be its valid certificate. At least one process has a view equal to (s, c). Since s ∈ L and f (c) = true, this process decides true. Moreover, by definition of the distributed encoding of the integers, there are no sub-words c of c such that f (c ) = true. Thus no processes decide false. As a consequence, the interpretation of all the opinions is true, as desired.
Let s / ∈ L be an (n − 1)-dimensional instance, and let c be any certificate. If no processes decide true, then we are done since the interpretation of all the opinions is then false, as desired. So assume that some process decides true. The view of this process in composed of an instance s ⊂ s accompanied by a certificate c ≺ c, satisfying s ∈ L and f (c ) = true. Since f (c ) = true, we get that f (c) = false by definition of the distributed encoding of the integers. Therefore, Instruction 13 of the opinion maker M in Algorithm 1 implies that any process with a view equal to (s, c) decides false. As a consequence, the interpretation of all the opinions is again false, as desired, which completes the proof.
Verification with constant-size certificates
Interestingly, we can reduce the size of the certificates even further, at the cost of slightly increasing the number of opinions (to a number which remains constant for all reasonable number of processes). Theorem 4.3. Every language can be verified with 1-bit certificates, using O(α(n)) opinions for n-dimensional instances.
Proof. Let L be a distributed language. We describe a verifier (M, µ) for it. Given an (n − 1)-dimensional instance s = (j 1 , x j 1 ), . . . , (j n , x jn ) ∈ L, with j 1 < j 2 < · · · < j n , the certificate for s is c = (c j 1 , . . . , c jn ) = S (n) ∈ {0, 1} n , where the sequence S is defined in the proof of Theorem 2.2. Recall that S = M (n 0 )|M (n 1 )|M (n 2 )|M (n 3 )| . . . for an appropriate sequence of integers n i , i ≥ 0. For each i, the sub-sequence M (n i ) is called multi-diagonal sequence. By construction of S, it may happen that S (n) ≤ * S (n ) for two different integers n and n . However, in this case, the proof of Theorem 2.2 states that S (n) and S (n ) belong to two different multi-diagonal sequences M (n i ) and M (n j ), j = i. In accordance to this fact, we define the level of n as follows. If the n-th word S (n) of the sequence S belongs to M (n i ), for some i ≥ 0, then we set level(n) = i.
Algorithm 2 describes an opinion maker M using the words of S as certificates, in which the processes produce opinions true or false, coupled with a "degree of confidence" corresponding to the level of n for the observed (n − 1)-dimensional instance s. This algorithm follows the same structure as Algorithm 1. The only differences are due to the fact that, since the certificates are based on the word in S instead of being based on the distributed encoding of the integers, it may happen that a certificate c for a sub-instance s of the actual instance s fits with the dimension of that instance, that is, c = S (|s |) , even if the certificate c for s also satisfies c = S (|s|) . This prevents the participating processes to be completely sure of the dimension of the full instance. Therefore, the true-false decision of each process is weighted by the level of the observed instance, so that decisions taken based on a higher-dimensional instances overcome decisions taken based on lower-dimensional instances.
Specifically, the interpreter accepts a multiset {o 1 , . . . , o n } of options, with o i = (b i , i ), b i ∈ {true, false}, and i ≥ 0, if and only if there exists i such that b i = true and, for every j = i, j ≤ i . In other words, the interpreter accepts if and only if at least one process decides true with some confidence level , and no processes decide false with a confidence level higher than .
This verifier uses O(α(n)) opinions for n-dimensional instance, with 1-bit certificates per process. It remains to prove its correctness. We need to consider only executions in which all n processes decide.
Let s ∈ L be an (n − 1)-dimensional instance, and let c = S (n) be its valid certificate. At least one process has a view equal to (s, c). Since s ∈ L and c = S (n) , this process decides (true, level(n)). Since the input instance s has dimension n − 1, no processes can decide (false, ) with > level(n). Thus the interpretation of all the opinions is true, as desired.
Let s / ∈ L be an (n − 1)-dimensional instance, and let c be any certificate. If no processes decide true, then we are done since the interpretation of all the opinions is then false, as desired. So assume that some process decides true, with some level of confidence . The view of this process in composed of a instance s ⊂ s accompanied by a certificate c ≺ c, satisfying s ∈ L and c = S (|c |) . If < level(n), then, since any process with a view equal to (s, c) decides (false, ) with ≥ level(n), the interpretation of all the opinions is false, as desired. If = level(n), then Instruction 13 implies that any process with a view equal to (s, c) decides (false, level(n) + 1). As a consequence, since ≤ level(n), the interpretation of all the opinions is again false, as desired, which completes the proof.
